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The Cleveland Museum of Art hag had the good fortune to acquire

through the J# H, ¥ade fund two 13th century Chinese Hanging Scrolls* These

scrolls have been attributed ‘bo Mu Ch*i, ’the illustrious Zen nook of the

South Sung Period who ms bom in the early part of the 13th century* .
He was

the great painter of the Zm School of ink monochrome painting and was renowned

especially in Japan for his landscapes, figures, flowers, birds and animals*

One of the Glevelend scrolls portrays a tiger and the other a dragon - the

two great forces of the universe «* according to ancient Taoist philosophy*

Ultra-violet ray examination of these important scrolls exposed the

seal of Mu Ch* i and that of Ashikaga loshiaitsu, the ruling Shogun of the

Ashikaga Period* The presence of the latter seal indicates that these paintings

were probably in the Shogun1 s own collection* This establishes their

approximate date and value* The paintings probably remained in the ruling

houses of Japan until they were given to their former owner by the last

Japanese shogunate, the Tokugawa family* They are among the best existing

examples of Chinese Dragon and Tiger paintings. The only comparable example

of this type of painting being the pair done by the same master now in

Daitoicu-^i Monastery in Japan*
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Traditionally attributed to Mu Ch 1 i , the famous Zen monk of the South Sung

Period. Born in the early part of the 13th century, and was still active

in 1269. He was a pupil of the priest Wu-Chun (died 1249)*

Mu Ch ’i was famous for landscapes, figures, flowers, birds and animals. He

was the greatest painter of the Zen School of Ink Monochrome paintings. His

influence in Japan is tremendous and most of his paintings are still in

Japan. In China his influence was small and almost unknown to the Chinese.

The Hanging Scrolls :

Ink

The Seal of Mu Ch'i was-, found on the scrolls under ultra-violet X-ray; also

the Seal of Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, the ruling Shogun of the Ashikaga Period.

This means that these paintings were most probably in the Shogun' s own

collection. This establishes the value and establishes them as being early

works. They are one of the best of existing examples of Chinese Tiger

and Dragon paintings. The only comparable example of this type of painting

are the famous pair by Daitoku-ji in Japan.


